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Biontech’s Ugur Sahin … Creating the future of medicine 
 
An end to the Covid-19 nightmare of 2020 may be in sight, thanks to the passion and 
persistence of a Turkish-born migrant, who has championed an innovative approach to vaccine 
development, which he believes could transform the future of medicine. 

Uğur Şahin is the 55-year-old doctor and entrepreneur behind the recently approved 
Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine. He was born in Iskenderun, an industrial town close to the Syrian 
border, but moved to Germany when his father found work in a Cologne Ford factory. He grew 
up loving Jürgen Klopp’s Mainz soccer team, alongside a fascination for popular science. 
 
Şahin studied medicine, then met his wife, Özlem Türeci, of similar Turkish origin, while they 
were both trainee doctors specialising in blood cancers in the early 1990s. They combined their 
hospital day jobs, with evenings in their own research lab (even on their wedding day!), 
filing many patents that have become key to their recent breakthrough. 
 
In 2001 Şahin and Türeci founded Ganymed, focused on anti-cancer drugs, developing a 
revolutionary approach which created a synthetic messenger RNA (mRNA) to prompt the body 
to fight tumours in a much more personalised way. In 2016, they sold the business for $1.4bn. 
 
In parallel, the couple formed BioNTech (the NT capitals referring to Novel Technologies) in 
2008, to accelerate their development of their mRNA approach. Şahin is the company’s CEO, 
his wife the chief medical officer.  

Interviewed by Deutsche Welle, Tureci said that Şahin is the dreamer, appreciating “the beauty 
of mathematics, science and biology”, with the belief in an approach which everyone else 
doubted, while she is the pragmatist. 

Now, BioNTech is leading the fightback against a pandemic that has disrupted the entire 
world, socially and economically, and claimed 1.6 million lives. 

Şahin kicked off his Project Lightspeed in January this year as soon as he became aware of 
alarming infection rates of a pneumonia-like disease in China’s Hubei province, two months 
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before WHO declared a pandemic. He persuaded his investors that he should immediately 
refocus all resources on finding a Covid-19 vaccine. 

As a small business they were able to move 
faster than most pharma giants, having a 
single-minded focus, making faster 
decisions, taking risks and avoiding politics, 
and developed over 20 possible Covid-19 
vaccines by March. 

Realising that they would need to scale 
rapidly, requiring significant funding and 
global partners, Şahin turned to Wiley’s 
Business Plans for Dummies as a crash 
course in entrepreneurship.  
 

He also set about attracting the best talent and an ecosystem of ideas – creating a biotech 
cluster, and TRON, a non-profit for oncology research. There were still few supporters for the 
mRNA platform, but he remained convinced he had an effective response to Covid-19, and 
could have it ready before the year end. 
 
BioNTech’s ability to create a completely new and approved vaccine, using the mRNA platform, 
that is 95% effective in combating Covid-19 in less than 12 months is phenomenal. Normally, a 
vaccine can take 5-10 years to develop (the previous fastest was 4 years for the mumps vaccine 
in the 1960s), and typically only 4 out of 10 vaccines that reach trial stage are ever approved.  

Other Covid-19 vaccines are following rapidly, largely due to the international cooperation and 
huge investment by governments.  Moderna has adopted a similar approach to BioNTech, 
while Oxford/AstraZeneca’s approach is more conventionally derived from the common cold 
virus, at lower costs (€3 per shot, compared to BioNTech’s €17) and at normal temperatures, 
offering particular hope to developing countries. 

Şahin believes that the technology BioNTech has developed could lead to a medical 
revolution, particularly in developing more personalised and effective cancer treatments.  
 
The key advantage of mRNA is its ability to 
produce multiple versions of the 
molecule within days, rather than having to 
create cultures of live vaccines in a Petri 
dish. The chemical synthesis can also be 
adapted quickly to respond even faster to 
future viruses, as well as for cancers and 
other rare diseases. 

Şahin’s ability to combine medical, 
education and business acumen has been 
key to BioNTech’s success. The clinical trials database is being shared openly with other 
companies to support future research, while Pfizer (who they had previously worked with on flu 
vaccines) has given BioNTech the ability to rapidly accelerate clinical trials and scale 
production of the BNT162b2 vaccine. 

BioNTech’s own market value has grown rapidly too, by 230% since March, to around $27 
billion by the end of 2020, with Şahin himself estimated to be now worth $5.6bn. 

At a cancer conference in Berlin last year Şahin said that science and business need to intersect 
much better – saying that “exploit” is just as important as “explore” – both in terms of 
commercialising ideas faster, to reach more people and save lives, and in creating strategic 
platforms for ongoing innovation. 
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So that was 2020 … a year that changed our future  
 
Talk about having 2020 Vision.  
 
This year was probably the most ironically numbered year of all time. Nobody saw the 
pandemic coming. Yes, it featured on all of the best strategic risk maps, and Bill Gates had 
been warning us about the impact of a global contagion for years, but we preferred to be 
blinded by technological revolution and the relentless pursuit of growth. 
 
Now the future is different. Social attitudes and digital behaviours have been transformed - 
how we work, learn, shop, and socialise. Working from home, we loved the new flexibility of 
schedule and end of commuting, but struggled to unplug, says Mintel. Online retail grew more 
in 8 weeks than the last 10 years, telemedicine went from 2% 
to 98% of all initial health appointments in 15 days.  
 
Zoom’s daily user base rocketed from 10 million to 250 million 
in 3 months. Zoom, founded by frustrated Webex engineer Eric 
Yuan, is now worth more than the world’s entire airline 
industry, and is currently valued at $116 billion (compared to 
companies like American Airlines at $9bn, IAG $9bn, Lufthansa 
$7bn, and AirFrance/KLM $2bn). 
 
However in 2020, the world was on fire, quite literally. It made us think about what matters 
most to business, and society. And how they connect. 
 
January’s Australian bushfires raged for 80 days, damaging 18.6 million hectares, and killing 3 
billion animals. Then weak signals from Wuhan turned into a global pandemic as Covid-19 
rampaged across the connected world during March.  
 
Soon, most of the world was frozen in lockdown. Nintendo was an early winner, launching its 
hugely successful Animal Crossing: New Horizons game, selling over 26 million copies this year. 
Mediatonic was another winner with Fall Guy, while Disney+ launched its streaming service, 
achieving the market penetration that Netflix achieved in 7 years, in just 2 months. 
 
In April, with stores closed, mainstream brands explored new channels. 
Heinz launched its “at Home” service – bundles of soups, beans, 
sauces and baby foods – with free delivery for frontline workers. (No 
longer was “DTC” just for start-ups like Casper, Dollar Shave and 
Glossier). Specialist delivery firms like Germany’s Hello Fresh doubled 
sales in the first three months of the pandemic. 

 
While oil prices went negative for the first 
time in history (-$37 per barrel on 20th 
April), Elon Musk’s fortunes with Tesla rose from $75 to $660 
billion during 2020, in a depressed auto market, supported by 5 
consecutive profitable quarters. Toyota sells almost 30 times more 
cars than Tesla, and yet is worth a third of the value. Tesla of 
course is much more than an auto maker, with a purpose 
statement to “accelerate the world’s transition to clean energy”. 

 
In May, George Floyd’s words “I can’t breathe” sparked social flames across the world. The 
Black Lives Matter movement recorded over 7,750 official demonstrations. Our priorities 
started to change. We realised the value of people again. 
 
It took Apple 42 years to reach $1 trillion market cap. It took just 21 weeks from March to 
August, to reach $2 trillion. Amazon and Microsoft saw huge growth too, while in China, 
Alibaba’s 11.11 Shopping Festival drove $74 billion sales in 24 hours, 26% up on last year. 
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However, the most interesting Chinese companies for me are Ping An (see below) and 
Pinduoduo (more later). 
 
In August human error rocked Beirut with a huge explosion caused by poorly stored ammonium 
nitrate, killing 135 people, and adding to the already dire economic situation in Lebanon. More 
wildfires, this time on the US west coast turned summer skies orange and Californian forests 
black, with 85% of fires said to be due to human causes. 

 
Estonia-based Bolt became Europe’s fastest growing 
company. Founded in 2013 by 19-year-old Markus 
Villig who brought together all the taxis in Tallinn and 
Riga into one platform called Taxify, now reframed as an 
e-mobility company with scooters to cars, taxis and 
delivery services in over 40 countries, accelerated by 
changing city regulations during the pandemic. 

 
Other pandemic “winners” included Peloton, its home workouts enhanced by online coaches 
and a social network of fellow enthusiasts, and similarly Zwift, who created a virtual Tour de 
France with augmented reality. Hopin, a London-based virtual events business, hosted over 
50,000 events this year, from online business conferences to remote rock concerts. Launched  
just last year by 26-year-old Johnny Boufarhat, it is now worth over $2 billion. 
 
Snowflake, the cloud computing business founded in 2012, soared on its September stock 
market debut to $93 billion market cap on just $246m revenues. Palantir, the data company 
named after JJR Tolkien’s seeing stones in “Lord of the Rings”, reached a valuation of $16 
billion although 53% of its $740m revenues come from one customer, the US government.  
 
Felix, a Swedish food brand, launched its own grocery shop 
in Stockholm. Prices in The Climate Store are based on the 
environmental impact of each product. The store 
recommends that consumers keep to a weekly budget of 
18.9 kg of “CO2 equivalent”. Felix also introduced a new 
“climate impact” labelling on all products.  
 
Meanwhile, Corona, the Mexican beer brand (which suffered 
an initial $170m loss earnings this year, due to confusion when its name became associated 
with Covid-19), introduced its “Paradise Advisor” platform, with a business model similar to 
Airbnb, supporting hard-hit eco-friendly independent accommodation in Latin America. 

 
As “Zoom fatigue” kicked-in for those stuck at home, 
Microsoft Teams stepped up to offer a better service to 
schools and corporates. It also partnered with mindfulness 
company Headspace to address the mental wellbeing 
challenges, introducing an “emotional check-in” each 
morning, fun collaboration, and a “virtual commute” as 
mental bookends to the work day. 
 

Greenwood is a new mobile bank launched in October by Grammy-winning American rapper 
Michael Render, better known as Killer Mike, specifically for black and latinx customers. It 
defines it’s mission as to “take back control of our lives” and to “recirculate wealth”.  
 
Amazon launched its long-awaited Pharmacy in November, delivering prescriptions to your 
door, and with discounts for its 150 million Prime members – 80% off generic, and 40% off 
branded drugs. That’s nothing compared to Ping An’s Good Doctor in China, where three times 
as many subscribers now have access to AI-based diagnostics, smartphone consultations, and 
get medicines delivered, or can be picked-up from local vending machines in every city.   
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November marked the end of another nightmare for many Americans, as the $13 billion US 
presidential election went to Joe Biden, who spent almost twice as much as the humiliated 
Donald Trump. If that means that the world’s largest economy can get back to playing a proper 
role in the world, driving climate change, and caring for people, then it was money well spent. 
 
IKEA announced that, after 70 years, the current version of its catalogue would be its last, 
moving online. At its peak, it was the world’s most distributed printed book, with 200 million 
copies each year in 32 languages. Ingvar Kamprad said it was the most important tool in selling 
“aspirational and affordable homes”, not just cheap, self-assembly products. 
 
Japan’s online fashion retailer Zozo, launched a second version of its Zozosuit. It sends the 
body-measuring suit to each consumer, who then videos themselves in the skin-tight, polka-
dot suits, in order to create a 3D profile of their body. Zozo is then able to offer the world’s 
most customised clothes, delivered direct, building loyalty by knowing your body best. 
 
In December, food delivery company DoorDash hit $72 billion market cap on its IPO, despite 
losing $670m last year, although it has doubled its subscribers to 20 million this year.  

 
A day later, Brian Chesky and his two co-founder friends, 
came together to ring the Nasdaq virtual bell to start trading 
that saw Airbnb’s IPO exceed all expectations, valuing the 
business at around $100 billion (compared to $25bn a few 
months ago).  
 
Airbnb has had quite a rollercoaster year. Covid-19 forced it 
to return over $1 billion of booked revenues to customers, 
after which Brian Chesky had to lose 25% of his people. It 
did so “future back” working out which resources were most 

important to the future, and then caring for the unlucky ones with an alumni network (most 
people were quickly snapped up) and even a free laptop. It pivoted to online experiences for 
people at home, and then started to reimagine its future, including a City Portal to work more 
positively with local authorities. “Staycations” saw bookings rebound in the summer months. 
And then  former Apple design guru Jony Ive was symbolically 
hired to imagine a new brand future. 
 
At the end of the year a research project by Ipsos found that 86% 
of people globally say “I want the world to change significantly, 
to be more sustainable and equitable, rather than returning to how 
it was before the Covid-19” (highest at 94% in Colombia and 
Russia, lowest at 73% in South Korea). However less people (72% 
globally, and only 51% in Germany) said “I want my life to 
change significantly, rather than returning to how it was before 
the crisis”).  
 
A year of extreme turbulence, complexity and uncertainty, a time 

of accelerated change 
benefiting some, but not 
many. Economists now 
predict a “K-Shaped” recovery (JP Morgan introduced 
the term, to predict a rapid recovery of tech-related 
companies, but a much slower and difficult return for 
most others).  
 
As with any crisis, it is a time of shake-up, when a new 

generation of companies start to take shape (remember, 57% of the Fortune 500 were created 
in a downturn). Now is the time to look forwards not back, not to try to “recover” the old world, 
but to “reimagine” a better future. 
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Pinduoduo … gamified, social, online retail from China 
 
“Pin-duo-duo” translates as “together, more savings, more fun”. It is the world’s fastest 
growing technology platform, according to Gartner, seeking to create a shopping experience 
that is much more collaborative and fun, as well as giving consumers access to incredible 
discounts on everything from toys and toiletries to Teslas.  

 
Founded in 2015 by Huang Zheng (aka Colin 
Huang), Pinduoduo is already the second-
largest online marketplace in China, and the 
world's leading "interactive" online retailer.  
 
It’s so-called “dynamic retail” experience is a 
combination of social influence, gamification, 
community building, team purchasing and a 
platform-based ecosystem of suppliers. 
 
Huang, a 40-year-old former Google employee, 

recently became China’s third-richest person on the back of Pinduoduo’s phenomenal 
rise. Explaining his vision for the company before its flotation on the Nasdaq, he described 
Pinduoduo as a mixture of “Costco and Disneyland” that combined bargain products with 
compulsive entertainment. 
 
The brand targets young and mid to lower 
income Chinese consumers, using 
WeChat (with 1.2 billion users) to share 
details of products which they like with 
friends and family. Fun images and meme 
videos spread quickly. The more people 
interested in buying the item, the bigger 
discount. And if you can’t get your 
existing friends interested, then you can 
recruit new ones. 
 
The business model has supercharged 
Pinduoduo’s growth. It now has 683 million active users and 50m orders per day. In August 
2020 its market value had more than doubled in recent months to $114 billion. 

 
With sales margins incredibly 
thin, most of its profits come 
from advertising, as the site 
encourages people to visit often, 
in the same way as a physical 
shopping mall becomes a place 
for socialising and entertainment.  
 
Unlike online retailers like 
Amazon, Pinduoduo holds no 
stock, products are shipped 

directly from the seller, who also has to cover shipping costs. That also creates a challenge in 
managing quality and authenticity, fake brands having become a major challenge to consumer 
trust for online marketplaces.  
 
Huang, who earned a masters degree at the University of Wisconsin, joined Google as an intern 
in 2004, aged 24, and then worked there for 3 years as an engineer, and then also worked with 
Microsoft. He stepped down as CEO this year, handing over to new CEO Lei Chen, but remains 
chairman. He is Pinduoduo’s largest shareholder, with a 29.4% stake worth $34 billion. 
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Instagram’s unfiltered story … business book of 2020  

In 10 years Instagram has gone from a simple photo-sharing app to a 
$100 billion company, becoming the indispensable social platform for 
many young people, and Facebook’s smartest investment. The new 
Instagram Shops have changed the way many of us engage with brands 
this year, and Sarah Frier’s No Filter book has just won this year’s 
FT/McKinsey Business Book of the Year award. 

In many ways, No Filter is the story of Silicon Valley, featuring Instagram 
founders, Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger, alongside Jack Dorsey and 
Mark Zuckerberg. 

Systrom was an ambitious Stanford engineering student when in 2005 Zuckerberg tried to 
persuade him to join his start-up, TheFacebook.  
 
Instead Systrom headed to Italy to study photography in Florence. He loved the architecture, 
the street life, the fashion. However his tutor encouraged him to give up his expensive camera, 
and rely upon a much more basic version, one which produced slightly blurry, imperfect shots. 
It taught him that “just because something is more technically complex doesn’t mean it’s 
better.” 
 
Back in the States, he found an internship at Odeo, a podcasting start-up. Systrom sat next to 
29-year-old engineer, Jack Dorsey, a university drop out “with an anarchist tattoo and a nose 
ring”, who befriended him. Odeo would later evolve into Twitter, another idea which Systrom 
thought nobody would use. Dorsey, of course, went on to become its CEO. “Silicon Valley 
looked like it was run by geniuses,” says Frier, but “from the inside, it was clear that everyone 
was vulnerable, just like he was, just figuring it out as they went along.” 
 
After a stint writing advertising copy at Google, which he found so deeply boring he used the 
office espresso machines to make latte art, in 2009 Systrom created an app for people to find 

their friends and go out, calling it Burbn. Investors 
encouraged him to find a technically-minded partner, 
so he turned to Krieger, a former Stanford classmate. 
Burbn soon added photos to their meet-up tool, 
providing filters to make the mobile phone images 
better. In 2010, the app became Instagram. 

The backdrop to the story is typically Silicon Valley – 
coffee shops, themed bars, fire pits and lots of hot 
tubs. Frier explores how the founders were actually 

pretty normal people, with plenty of flaws and failures, but who also found themselves in the 
midst of a huge digital revolution.  

Zuckerberg is the villain of the tale. After Systrom sold Instagram to Facebook in 2012 for what 
at the time was an incredible $1 billion, Zuckerberg is said to have become controlling and even 
cruel. He is said to have been “maniacally focused on growth at the expense of all else”.  
Systrom stayed on as Instagram’s chief executive, but constantly clashed with his new owner, 
who sought growth at all costs, but was also paranoid that Instagram would cannibalise 
Facebook’s success. Things apparently came to a head when Zuck served Systrom a “boney 
mystery meat which he had killed himself” at one of the Facebook founder’s infamous parties. 
 
Instagram is today firmly embedded within the Facebook ecosystem, and in many ways has 
become its heartbeat, driving interaction and advertising. It has created a new economy where 
anybody can be a social influencer, and a business model that sells an aspirational lifestyle.  
Systrom, now 36 years old, left Facebook is 2018, and swapped his 40% stake in Instagram for 
Facebook shares, with a personal return of $1.9 billion.  
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Business Recoded … courage to create a better future 
 
The old codes of business don’t work. It’s time to recode your business. 
 
My new book “Business Recoded” is just published, available in Europe right now, and in the 
rest of the world next month. This is my seventh book, and again published by Wiley. My 
previous books have done quite well – starting 15 years ago with “Marketing Genius” and 
“Creative Genius”, then more recently “People Planet Profit” and “Gamechangers”. 
 

 
To be honest, I don’t particularly enjoy the writing process, but I absolutely love exploring new 
ideas, taking the opportunity to think, interpret, and learn more – to make sense of what’s 
happening in the world right now, to bring together new theories, in practical and applied ways.  
 
My books are built on practical insight, from talking with, usually working with, some of the 
most interesting business leaders around the world. Over the last year I learnt from more than 
50 incredible leaders and innovators. They described their business fantasies and failures, 
how they work as organisations, and personally. It made me appreciate how fast the best 
approaches evolve, and that many business haven’t kept pace with a changing world.  
 
Most business are just not fit for the future. And that was before Covid-19 … 9 months later, I 
could never have imagined how important it would be to reimagine your future, to reinvent your 
business, to recode how you work. Business Recoded is really about three things: 
 

• Inspiring leadership: having the courage to step up, to look further ahead and shape a 
better future; more farsighted to make sense of change, more ambitious to embrace a 
higher purpose, and more energising to deliver that better future together. 
 

• Strategic innovation: reimagining markets and how they work, how brands reengage 
with customers, and enable people to achieve more; and equally reimagining 
organisations, business models and ways of working in order to deliver this. 
 

• Positive impact: developing business as a platform for change, and force for good; 
leveraging its power to address the big social and environmental challenges, aligning to 
create greater, long-term economic value, shared more equally between stakeholders.  
 

This is set in the context of a changing world. New values and priorities, new generations and 
markets, new power and technology. More change in the next 10 years, than the last 250 years. 
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 It starts with leadership. We dive deep into the minds of some of today’s most inspiring people 
– like marathon running barrier-breaker Eliud Kipchoge 
and boat refugee Tan Le, but also courageous 
entrepreneurs like 23andMe’s Anne Wojcicki and 
Impossible Food’s Pat Brown. There’s also the 
personal stories of healthcare pioneer Devi Shetty 
caring for Mother Theresa, and how the world’s top 
chef Rene Redzepi loves to forage in local forests.  

More famous leaders feature, like Satya Nadella and 
Mary Barra, Jeff Bezos and Reed Hastings. And I 
explore physics with Haier’s Zhang Ruimin, learn 
about the personal transformations of Spotify’s Daniel 
Ek and Ping An’s Jessica Tan, Danish school teacher 
turned craft beer king Mikkel Bjergso, and the world’s 
“least powerful CEO” Supercell’s Ilkka Paananen.  

“The 
New Leadership DNA” is the result of a huge 
study I did into how the leaders of the most 
innovative organisations see their role, and 
behave. They are “heads up” leaders, curious 
and collaborative, creative and courageous. 

However I was also struck by some of the most 
interesting new approaches and techniques. 
Frederic Laloux’s “soulful” organisation model 
can be found in companies like Haier and Hydec, but when combined with the “fearless” 

teams of Amy Edmundson and the All Blacks, 
becomes much more powerful.  

Similarly, the innovative approaches of the likes 
of Dan Heath’s upstream problems, Safi 
Bahcall’s loonshots, and Alex Osterwalder’s 
portfolio building, are even more exciting when 
connected with Scott Anthony’s dual 
transformation and Chris Rangen’s growth 
journey. Add to that the new psychology of 

change, Brene Brown’s courage, Alex Hutchinson’s endurance and Susan David’s emotional 
agility, then you have something which really does become effective, maybe even invincible. 

What emerged were 7 mindset shifts, the new ways of thinking which will enable leaders to 
build organisations fit for a very different, but incredible future. The 7 shifts are: 

• Aurora … Recode your future, from profit machine to enlightened progress, exploring 
your future potential, defining more purpose, and starting future back. 

• Komorebi … Recode your growth, from uncertain survival to futuristic growth, riding 
the megatrends, to find new opportunities, and build a growth portfolio. 

• Transcendent … Recode your market, from marginal competition to market creating, 
shaping new marketspaces, new customer agendas, and new brand models. 

• Ingenuity … Recode your innovation, from technology obsession to human ingenuity, 
fusing man and machine to create more significant, enabling and impactful solutions. 

• Ubuntu ... Recode your organisation, from passive hierarchies to dynamic 
ecosystems, diverse and collaborative teams, inside and out, achieving more together. 

• Syzygy … Recode your transformation, from incremental change to sustained 
transformation, building agility and responsiveness, performance and positive impact. 

• Awestruck … Recode your leadership, from good managers to extraordinary leaders, 
heads up not heads down, the courage to create a better future. 

Creating 
better 
futures

Making 
change 
happen

Delivering 
positive 
impact

• Inspiring
• Courageous
• Farsighted
• Progressive

• Curious
• Imaginative
• Adaptive
• Entrepreneurial

• Empathetic
• Collaborative
• Resilient
• Impactful
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These 7 mindset shifts are underpinned by the 49 codes, the practical building blocks towards 
a better strategy, organisation and future. Collectively they define “the new business DNA”, a 
blueprint for a better future business. 

 

You can explore each of these 49 codes, and what they mean for you, in the book which is 
available now. And there’s also a range of keynote presentations, team workshops, practical 
tools, case studies and more too. Event organisers can secure bulk discounts too, so that every 
participant online, or in person, can walk away with a practical handbook for action. And there’s 
a new Business Recoded education program, online and offline, for business leaders too: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You can find more details of all this, profiles of the business leaders featured in the new book,  
plus back issues of Fast Leader, and much more, all on my website: peterfisk.com  
 
That’s all for this year. As the Wall Street Journal said, while the Covid-19 pandemic has been a 
difficult time for everyone, “afterwards we will look back at what we achieved with awe.” 
 
With best wishes for a healthy, happy, and better new year ahead!  
 

Peter 

What’s your 
future potential?

Code 1

Have a 
future mindset

Code 2

Imagine a 
better business

Code 3

Find 
your inspiring 

purpose

Code 4

Create your 
future story

Code 5

Deliver more 
positive impact

Code 6

Be the 
radical optimist

Code 7

Ride 
with the 

megatrends

Code 8

Find new 
sources of 

growth

Code 9

Embrace the 
Asian century

Code 10

Embrace 
technology and 

humanity

Code 11

Start from the 
future back

Code 12

Accelerate 
through 

networks

Code 13

Build a growth 
portfolio

Code 14

Explore the 
market matrix

Code 15

Disrupt the 
disruptors

Code 16

Capture the 
customer 
agenda

Code 17

Create new 
market spaces

Code 18

Build trust with 
authenticity

Code 19

Develop brands 
with purpose

Code 21

Enable people 
to achieve more

Code 21

Be 
ingenious

Code 22

Search for 
better ideas

Code 23

Embrace a 
designer 
mindset

Code 24

Create unusual 
connections

Code 25

Develop 
new business 

models

Code 26

Experiment 
with speed 

Code 27

Dream 
crazy

Code 28

Build a butterfly 
business

Code 35

Do human, 
inspiring work

Code 29

Work as a 
living 

organisation

Code 30

Collaborate in 
fast projects

Code 31

Align 
people and 

organisations

Code 32

Create energy 
and rhythm

Code 33

Be an extreme 
team

Code 34

Transform your 
business

Code 36

Exploit the 
core, explore 

the edge

Code 37

Start from 
outside in, and 

inside out

Code 38

Engage people 
in change

Code 39

Build rocket 
ships to the 

future

Code 40

Create a circular 
ecosystem

Code 41

Have strategic 
agility to never 

stop

Code 42

Step up to lead 
the future

Code 43

Have the 
courage to do 

more

Code 44

Develop your 
own leadership 

style

Code 45

Achieve 
your peak 

performance

Code 46

Build endurance 
and resilience

Code 47

Create a better 
legacy

Code 48

Be 
extraordinary

Code 49

Recode your 
future

Recode your 
growth

Recode your 
market

Recode your 
innovation

Recode your 
organisation

Recode your 
transformation

Recode your 
leadership

49 codes to reimagine a better future for you and your business
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